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Description

[0001] The various embodiments of the invention de-
scribed herein variously relate to apparatus, systems and
processes for controlling execution of one or more proc-
essors in a secure environment Further, implementations
of these various embodiments may include controlling
processor execution in over the air and non-over the air
television receiving devices, such as those provided by
cable, satellite, telecommunications, wireless and/or oth-
er audio, video and/or data service providers.
US2004/003277A1 and US2003/221030A1 disclose a
security subsystem that controls data transfers among
components of a secured system via a common bus. An
access controller controls the communication of data
based on an access control matrix that identifies access
rights between pairs of devices of the system.
[0002] It is therefore the object of the present invention
to provide an improved method and system for swapping
contexts regarding secure operating environments.
[0003] This object is solved by the subject matter of
the independent claims.
[0004] Preferred embodiments are defined by the de-
pendent claims.
[0005] The various embodiments described herein re-
late to apparatus, systems and methods for establishing
and enforcing a secure computing environment to exe-
cute portions of software. More particularly, one embod-
iment provides a secure processor that executes portions
of software in an environment providing restricted access
to the computing environment resources.
[0006] In another embodiment, a system for providing
a secure computing environment includes, but is not lim-
ited to, a secure processor, a context manager, and a
trust vector verifier. The secure processor can be con-
figured to execute some or all of software programs
and/or routines that have an associated context, which
is, for example, a specific operating environment to which
the software is restricted. The software can include, for
example, methods, sub-programs, routines entire appli-
cations, or any portion of one or more software applica-
tions In at least one embodiment, the software can be
restricted to one or more contexts.
[0007] In yet another embodiment, a method for con-
trolling the execution of a secure processor in a secure
operating environment includes a secure processor re-
questing a context swap. In one embodiment, the context
swap is a switch to a new context for a different portion
of software A context manager, in one embodiment, re-
ceives the context swap request. The context manager,
in further embodiments, loads a trust vector descriptor in
a trust vector verifier. In at least one embodiment, the
context manager resets the secure processor. The trust
vector verifier, in further embodiments, controls the se-
cure processor’s access to one or more resources based
on the loaded trust vector descriptor.
[0008] A computer readable medium is described that
has an encoded data structure used for controlling the

execution of a secure processor. The data structure can
include data about one or more contexts that define the
operating environment for the secure processor Further,
a context can include a field identifying a given context,
a designation of one or more regions of memory that a
secure processor can access, and a designation of one
or more hardware resources a secure processor can ac-
cess. Similarly, a computer system executing the data
structure determines if the secure processor can access
a hardware resource according to a hardware trust vector
[0009] This Summary is provided to introduce a selec-
tion of concepts in a simplified form that are further de-
scribed below in the Detailed Description. This Summary
is not intended to identify key features or essential fea-
tures of the claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to
be used to limit the scope of the claimed subject matter.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0010] Some embodiments are described hereinafter
with reference to the appended figures. Like numbers
within the several figures designate like elements.

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a computing environment
for use in at least one embodiment of the inventions
described herein

Fig. 2 is a simplified data structure diagram of an
embodiment of a trust vector table for use in at least
one embodiment.

Fig. 3A and Fig. 3B are flow diagrams of an embod-
iment of a method for changing contexts in a com-
puting environment and maintaining the computing
environment.

Fig. 4 is a block diagram of a device for use in at
least one embodiment.

Fig. 5 is a block diagram of a device for use in another
embodiment.

Fig. 6 is a flow diagram of a method for authenticating
a memory region for software code or data, for use
in and/or with at least one embodiment of the inven-
tions described herein.

Detailed Description

[0011] This disclosure will now more fully describe
some embodiments with reference to the accompanying
drawings, in which only some of the possible embodi-
ments are shown. Other aspects may, however, be em-
bodied in many different forms and should not be con-
strued as limited to the embodiments set forth herein.
Embodiments set forth in this specification relate to meth-
ods and systems involving trusted microprocessor com-
puting. Such computing may arise, for example, in sub-
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scription satellite television systems Other embodiments
may also include, for example, but are not limited to, cable
television, broadcast television, wired or wireless tele-
communications systems, audio/video/data distribution
systems, any content delivery service, and/or any other
computing environment
[0012] In the embodiment shown in Fig. 1, a computing
environment 100 can include a secure computing or op-
erating environment, represented by dashed line 102.
The secure computing or operating environment 102 can
include a secure central processing unit ("CPU")or proc-
essor 104, a context manager 106 and a trust vector ver-
ifier 108 Further, each of the processor 104, the context
manager 106 and the trust vector verifier 108 can be in
direct or indirect communication with each other. The se-
cure processor 104 can be any type of general purpose
processor and can be specially designed to be secure,
as desired. The context manager 106 and trust vector
verifier 108, in embodiments, can be specially designed
hardware devices, software modules or a combination
of hardware and software for use in embodiments of the
present invention.
[0013] In one embodiment, the secure processor 104
operates to perform at least three basic activities: exe-
cutes a mathematical function or logic operation in a soft-
ware program, moves data to and from different locations
in memory to maintain data used in a software program,
and/or makes decisions and jumps to new instructions
in a software program. To accomplish these tasks, the
secure processor 104 may include an arithmetic or logic
unit (ALU) (not shown), registers 124, a memory 122 and
internal or external memory or other data storage 126.
The ALU performs mathematical functions or logic oper-
ations. The registers 124 maintain the information or data
about an operation being performed by the secure proc-
essor 104. For example a data register may hold a data
value utilized in a mathematical operation being complet-
ed by the ALU, a memory register may hold the address
in memory 126 where data is to be stored Memory 126
generally consists of one or more hardware devices,
structures or components that temporarily or otherwise
maintain and/or store data In one embodiment, memory
includes cache 122, which holds data that is accessed
regularly by the secure processor 104, and one or more
other memories 126 The cache 122 is a memory area
integrated within the secure processor 104, a memory
directly connected to the secure processor 104 or an area
of memory 126 easily accessed or interfaced with the
secure processor 104. In another embodiment, memory
126 can include a memory management unit (MMU) 128,
which controls the reading and writing of data into the
memory 126 Memory 126 may consist of one or more
types of memory, for exaniple, random access memory
(RAM), read only memory (ROM), hard drives, optical
storage, or one or more other memory technologies,
which maintain data. One skilled in the art will recognize
that the secure processor 104 is not limited to the expla-
nation regarding a computing system, but may include

other components and functions known in the art. In ad-
dition the computing system explanation herein is pro-
vided to simplify the explanation about embodiments of
the present invention and the present invention should
not be limited to the computing system described herein.
[0014] In performing the three activities mentioned
above, the secure processors 104 executes portions of
software. These portions of software generally combine
to form a software program or application to accomplish
a large-scale task. Generally, the portions of software
are one or more instructions executed by the secure proc-
essor 104 Hereinafter, the portions of software may be
referred to as software routines, subroutines or modules.
When executing portions of software, the secure proc-
essor 104 can create an abstract data type called a stack
(not shown) The stack can be a set of memory addresses
in memory, for example cache 122 or memory 126,
to/from which the secure processor 104 stores or reads
data or instructions, respectively. For example, when an
item of data or an instruction is saved into the stack, the
secure processor 104 can record, in a register 124, a
stack pointer, which is the address in memory where the
data or instruction is stored. Data may be shared between
two or more portions of software, and, to facilitate this
sharing, data can be stored in the stack and the stack
pointer provided to the portion(s) of software.
[0015] In various embodiments, the secure processor
104 executes various software portions in an operating
environment including, for example, a combination of
software, memory 122/126 and resources 120 The se-
cure processor 104 can be configured to execute, inter-
face with, and/or utilize software, memory, resources and
the like to perform a given operation. To prevent and/or
minimize the introduction of malicious or otherwise un-
desired code, systems, methods, apparatus and the like
which facilitate control of the operating environment of
the secure processor 104 are provided.
[0016] In at least one embodiment, a secure operating
environment 102 can be specified by one or more "con-
texts." A context defines the boundaries of an operating
environment by specifying those instructions, functions
and/or operations that the secure processor 104 is al-
lowed to perform For example, a software application
may contain four instructions A context may specify that
the secure processor 104 can execute a first of these
four instructions, one or more of these instructions, all of
these instructions, combinations thereof, or the like. That
is, a context can establish a permissive environment that
excludes non-specified instructions from being per-
formed For example, if the secure processor 104 tries to
execute an instruction that is not one of the four instruc-
tions, an exception is recognized and the secure proc-
essor 104 is prevented from executing the other instruc-
tion.
[0017] In another example, a context can allow a se-
cure processor to only access memory addresses 120.
Should the secure processor attempt to access memory
address 40, an exception is recognized and the secure
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processor 104 is prevented from accessing memory ad-
dress 40.
[0018] In still another example, a context can specify
that the secure processor 104 is allowed to access only
a hard drive. Should the secure processor 104 attempt
to access a user interface device, an exception is recog-
nized and the secure processor 104 is prevented from
accessing the user interface.
[0019] In various embodiments, the context manager
106 and the trust vector verifier 108 establish and enforce
the context The context manager 106 administers the
changing of contexts. Two or more portions of software
each have associated contexts. When executing a first
portion of software, a first context is used to define the
secure operating environment Likewise, when the secure
processor 104 executes a second portion of software, a
different, second context is used to define a different se-
cure operating environment To switch between portions
of software the context manager establishes a new con-
text that is associated with the new portion of software
to be executed In establishing the new context, the new
portion of software executes in an operating environment
tailored to that portion of software Deviations from the
context by the new portion of software are recognized as
security exceptions. Thus, the secure operating environ-
ments are set for each portion of software to control se-
cure processor 104 operations as desired.
[0020] As mentioned above, the various embodiments
can also include a trust vector verifier 108 which enforces
the context. The trust vector verifier 108 is virtually and/or
physically positioned (in the flow of data signals) between
the secure processor 104 and other virtual or physical
components of a given system, such as resources 120
and memory 126 With the trust vector verifier 108 place-
ment, the trust vector verifier 108 can be configured to
intercept communications between and/or amongst the
secure processor 104, resources 120 and/or memory
126. In embodiments, the trust vector verifier 108 can be
loaded with information that defines a given context and
which the trust vector verifier 108 compares to the action
by the secure processor 104. If an action does not com-
pare with the loaded information in the trust vector verifier
108, the action is not allowed in that context. Actions that
do not compare to the loaded information are outside the
allowed context. The trust vector verifier 108 recognizes
these actions as exceptions and prevents the actions
from occurring. For example, the trust vector verifier108
receives requests from the secure processor 104 for ac-
cess to memory 126, the trust vector verifier 108 deter-
mines if the request is allowed within the current context
and, if the request is not allowed, the trust vector verifier
108 recognizes the exception and prevent the access to
memory 126.
[0021] The secure processor 104 can also be config-
ured to periodically switch between the execution of a
first portion of software and a second portion of software
In one embodiment, before switching the execution be-
tween different portions of the software, one or more

steps can be performed to ensure the security of the sys-
tem 1 00 For example, the secure processor 104 can
clear the cache 122 and/or MMU 128 and save a pointer
to data in the stack. The secure processor 104 can com-
municate a request for a context swap 110 (i.e., a request
to change to a new, predetermined context) to the context
manager 106. The context manager 106, in embodi-
ments, sends a reset 112 to the secure processor 104
to reset it and sends an instruction 114 to the trust vector
verifier 108 to load the trust vector descriptor associated
with the desired context from memory 126 or other secure
memory (not shown) that is accessible by the trust vector
verifier 108. In embodiments the reset desirably results
in the clearing of one or more internal states of the secure
processor 104. It is to be appreciated that such clearing
reduces the risk of malicious software being introduced
to the secure processor 104. The reset can include any
methods that clear one, multiple or all states of the secure
processor 104 In another embodiment the secure proc-
essor 104 may be configured, during a reset, such that
all state information is rendered inoperable and unusable
[0022] More specifically, for at least one embodiment,
the secure processor 104 can accomplish the reset func-
tion by executing a boot or hard reset operation. Such
booting can occur, for example, before the secure proc-
essor 104 executes one or more instructions in a new
context It is to be appreciated that the boot can be a soft
boot, requiring the reloading of software, or a hard boot,
requiring the powering off and on of the secure processor
104 and/or one or more other components. Desirably but
not necessarily for every embodiment, both the soft and
hard boots erase some, if not all, of the data and/or in-
structions stored in the cache 122, the registers 124,
and/or the memory 126. In embodiments, one or more
commonly known methods can be used to erase some
or all of the data or instructions in the cache 122, the
registers 124, and/or the memory 126 For example, a
stored memory address can be deleted by writing new
data over previously stored data. Thus, the secure proc-
essor 104 can be configured to erase or otherwise render
unusable data and/or instructions useful for a first context
that are not desired for a second context
[0023] In at least one embodiment, the secure proces-
sor 104 does not maintain any state information from one
context to another. That is, the secure processor can be
configured to not retain any knowledge of any previous
context or software
[0024] As shown in Fig. 1, the trust vector verifier 108
is in communication with the secure processor 104 via
communications path 116. In one embodiment and com-
monly in order to prevent a security exception, the trust
vector verifier 108 can be configured to send a hardware
interrupt 121 to the secure processor 104. Upon receipt
of the hardware interrupt 121, the secure processor 104
resets, as explained below in conjunction with Fig. 3,
and/or boots or reboots into another context. This other
context may be pre-determined or determined in real-
time. In another embodiment, the trust vector verifier 108
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can be configured to process the security exception in
the current context while requesting a context swap to a
new context in response to the security exception
[0025] The trust vector verifier 108 can be configured
and loaded with information, in various embodiments,
which enables it to enforce any given context. Such in-
formation can be permanently loaded, loaded in advance
of a context swap, loaded during a reset of the secure
processor, loaded after the secure processor 104 is re-
set, and/or at another time For example, the loaded in-
formation can include one or more trust vector descrip-
tors that are loaded from memory 126 or other secure
memory (not shown). Such memory 126 can be config-
ured so that it is accessible only by the trust vector verifier
108, as desired. In other embodiments, the trust vector
verifier 108 can include and/or have access to one or
more dedicated or shared memory devices such as a
ROM, an EEPROM, a hard drive, or the like. Such mem-
ory can be configured to persistently contain, as desired,
one or more trust vector descriptors. The trust vector de-
scriptor, in at least one embodiment, defines, the soft-
ware programs, routines and/or instructions the secure
processor 104 may execute. The trust vector descriptor
can also be configured to define how, when and/or which
resources the secure processor 104 can access, control,
utilize, communicate, or the like. Similarly, the trust vector
descriptor can define which memory 126 or 122 the se-
cure processor 104 may access, and other activities the
secure processor 104 may initiate, execute, and com-
plete in the context.
[0026] One embodiment of a trust vector descriptor is
shown in Fig. 2. In this embodiment, the trust vector de-
scriptor includes at least one trust vector descriptor 202
and may include multiple trust vector descriptors 202,
204, or 206 The trust vector descriptor(s) can be stored,
for example, in a trust vector table (TVT) data structure
200 or any other desired data structure. As mentioned
above with reference to Fig. 1, upon loading or otherwise
designating a trust vector descriptor 202 for use by the
trust vector verifier 108, a new context is established and
governs the operation of the secure processor 104
[0027] As further shown in the embodiment depicted
in Fig. 2, each trust vector descriptor 202, 204 and 206
can define a different context and, as such, can have
different data. The data in each section of the trust vector
descriptor 202, 204, and 206, in embodiments, is of a
certain type Each trust vector descriptor 202, 204, and
206 may contain one or more other data fields but is not
limited to the described data fields The trust vector de-
scriptors 202, 204, and 206 may be identified by context
identification (ID) fields 208. In further embodiments,
each trust vector descriptor 202, 204, and 206 can in-
clude data fields for code starting address 210, code end-
ing address 212, key number 214, target CPU and vector
number (#) 216, scrub type 218, hardware trust vector
descriptor 220, memory data regions 222, CPU boot ad-
dress 224, trust vector descriptor signature 226, and
code signature 228.

[0028] The code starting address 210 and the code
ending address 212 identify what portion of code is to be
authenticated and then executed by the secure proces-
sor 104 (Fig 1) It is to be appreciated that there are other
methods for identifying the portion of code to be execut-
ed, for example the code starting address and the length
of the code For example, the code starting 210 and end-
ing 212 address can designate one or more sets of mul-
tiple, discontinuous regions of memory that contain the
desired code. Such regions can be further designated,
for example, by two or more starting and ending address-
es.
[0029] In at least one embodiment, a trust vector de-
scriptor 202, 204, 206 can include a key number and/or
other reference information used to verify the authenticity
of the software and/or portion thereof that is to be exe-
cuted. The reference information can include, for exam-
ple, a fingerprint (an identification) of the code used to
authenticate the code, a signature of the code used to
authenticate the code, and/or a reference to a key used
to verify a signature of the code Further, in an embodi-
ment with multiple keys, the key number 214 can specify
which key to use to verify a generated signature and
thereby authenticate a portion of software. It is to be ap-
preciated that such verification can occur, for example,
by comparing the generated signature to the trust de-
scriptor signature 226, and/or the code signature 228
[0030] The target CPU field 216 provides a designator
for which processor to use, if the system has multiple
processors. As will be explained in conjunction with Fig.
4, portions of software can be executed on one or more
secure processors. The vector number field 216 provides
a designator for the trust vector descriptor 202.
[0031] The scrub type field 218 provides information
on how to scrub the portion of software, i.e., prove the
authenticity of the portion of software, as discussed in
conjunction with Fig. 6. For example if the portion of soft-
ware is authenticated or scrubbed once, the scrub type
field 218 can include a designator of "initial" scrub. Other
types of scrubbing methods include, but are not limited
to: "continuous" scrub, whereby the portion of software
is scrubbed continuously while operating and "never,"
which does not require any scrubbing of the portion of
software In other embodiments, other scrubbing meth-
ods can be used.
[0032] The hardware trust vector descriptor field 220
can be used to define resource access in the context.
More specifically, the hardware trust vector descriptor
220 identifies those resources, such as peripheral devic-
es or internal components, with which the secure proc-
essor 104 (Fig. 1) can interface, communicate or the like
during operations performed within the context defined
by a given trust vector descriptor 202, 204, 206. In one
embodiment, the hardware trust vector descriptor 220
can be a bit map or bit array wherein each bit of the array
represents a certain type of hardware. For example, the
hardware trust vector descriptor 220 may appear as
"0101" The first bit, set to "1" may represent that the proc-
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essor can access a hard drive controller The second bit,
set to "0," may represent that the processor cannot ac-
cess a smart card. The third bit, set to "1," and the fourth
bit, set to "0," can represent that the processor can ac-
cess an I/O port but cannot access a video controller.
The number of bits in the hardware trust vector descriptor
220 can vary with the embodiment in which the secure
processor is used and can be fewer or more than four
bits. It is to be appreciated that other embodiments of the
hardware trust vector descriptor 220 can be used For
example a trust vector descriptor 220 can be configured
so that all resources, within a given implementation, are
available to the secure processor except for those iden-
tified by the hardware trust vector 220. Other embodi-
ments are also possible and are included within the scope
of the appended or hereafter added claims.
[0033] The memory data region field 222 can also be
used to define resource access in the context and further
define which address spaces in memory 126 (Fig. 1) the
secure processor 104 (Fig. 1) can access, for example,
to read and/or write data from/to memory As for the hard-
ware trust vector 220, the memory data regions field 222
can specify address spaces by specific address, based
upon start and stop addresses, as contiguous blocks,
and/or otherwise Also, address spaces can be expressed
in the affirmative (i.e., those that can be accessed), the
exception (i.e., all are accessible except for those iden-
tified) or otherwise As such, it is to be appreciated that
the memory data regions field 222 can identify addresses
at which executable data can be read and/or written. Data
contained in one or more non-defined addresses can,
likewise, be designated as non-executable, such that a
security exception will occur should the secure processor
attempt to execute code and/or utilize data from a pro-
hibited data region.
[0034] In one embodiment, one or more portions of the
accessible memory 126 (Fig. 1) are shared with other
portions of the software Further each portion of the soft-
ware may execute in one or more contexts In such an
embodiment, one portion of software may have a need
to pass data to another portion of software although the
two portions of software are not executed in the same
context The memory data region field 222 can be con-
figured to support this situation by using, for example, an
exceptions approach to identified address spaces, Sim-
ilarly, in another embodiment, the memory data regions
field 222 can include, for any or each region of memory
specified thereby, a common or separate scrub bit des-
ignating the region(s) of memory that are to be included
in one or more scrubbing operations.
[0035] As discussed for at least one embodiment de-
scribed herein, when the secure processor 104 (Fig 1)
swaps contexts, the secure processor can be reset and
boots into the new context With reference to Fig. 2, the
CPU boot address field 224 provides an address in mem-
ory 126 (Fig. 1), at which to boot the secure processor
104 (Fig. 1). In one embodiment, the boot address 224
is an offset in flash memory. In other embodiments, the

boot address 224 is a ROM address, RAM address or
other address for a memory 126. Each context, in an
embodiment, can have a unique boot address 224.
[0036] The trust vector descriptors 202, 204, and 206
can also include a signature field 226. The signature field
226 provides a data value, for example, a private key,
for use in verifying each trust vector descriptor 202, 204,
206. The verification of the trust vector descriptor can
occur before or after the trust vector verifier 108 (Fig 1)
is instructed to load a given trust vector descriptor. Fur-
ther, signature field 226 can be configured to provide a
signature for use in verifying some or all of the data in
fields 208 through 228 of a given trust vector descriptor.
Further, it is to be appreciated that some none or all of a
given portion of software can be scrubbed, as explained
in conjunction with Fig. 6, or authenticated before allow-
ing the secure processor 104 (Fig 1) to execute the some
or all of the given portion of software.
[0037] In at least one embodiment of the present in-
vention, a trust vector descriptor can also be configured
to include a code signature field 228 which provides data
for use in verifying a given portion of software code prior
to execution of the same by the secure processor. It is
to be appreciated that any type of digital signature can
be used as the signature 226 and/or the code signature
228. For example, the digital signatures can use a private
and public key system, such as those authentication
methods described in the Digital Signature Standard
(DSS), Federal Information Processing Standard Publi-
cation 186, May 19, 1994.
[0038] A flow diagram showing an embodiment of a
process 300 for swapping contexts 301 and for managing
security exceptions 309 is shown in Fig. 3A and Fig. 3B.
The context swap process may be executed by the con-
text manager, the secure processor and/or a combination
of the secure processor and the context manager As
shown in Fig. 3A, the context presently being executed
by the secure processor 104 (Fig 1) is saved (Operation
303) In at least one embodiment, the secure processor
104 (Fig 1) saves the pointer to the stack, stores any
required data to memory 126 (Fig 1), and completes any
"clean-up" functions required before the context swap
occurs The save operation can occur before a context
swap (as shown in Fig. 3A), on demand, at regular inter-
vals, on an as needed basis, and/or otherwise. The con-
text swap process can also include the communication
of a context swap request (Operation 302) This request
is commonly sent from the secure processor to the con-
text manager and can occur before or after a context
swap is requested and can arise in a wide variety of cir-
cumstances
[0039] For example, the secure processor 104 (Fig. 1)
can be executing a first portion of software when a situ-
ation arises that results in the secure processor needing
to execute a second portion of software under a different
or second context. To facilitate the execution of the sec-
ond portion of software, the secure processor 104 (Fig
1) can be configured to communicate a request to swap
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contexts to the context manager 106 (Fig. 1) - as shown
in Fig 3A by operation 302 The context swap request can
include, for example, the context ID 208 (Fig. 2) for the
context 202 (Fig. 2) to which the secure processor 104
(Fig. 1) desires to swap. The context swap request may
contain additional or other information depending upon
the particular implementation or embodiment being used.
[0040] As further shown in Fig. 3A, the context swap
process can include resetting the secure processor 104
(Operation 304) That is, the secure processor can be
reset by the context manager after receiving a context
swap request communicated by the secure processor.
The secure processor reset desirably erases any data in
the secure processor cache 122 MMU 128, registers 124,
memory or the like and purges the previous software
state from the secure processor 104 (Fig. 1). Also, it is
to be appreciated that various embodiments can include
a reset operation 304 without a request operation 302
and/or a save operation 303 being accomplished.
[0041] As further shown in Fig. 3A, a context swap
process can also include loading a trust vector into the
trust vector verifier (Operation 306) When desired the
context manager 106 (Fig 1) loads a trust vector descrip-
tor, such as descriptor 202 (Fig. 2), into the trust vector
verifier 106 (Fig 1). As discussed above with respect to
certain embodiments of the present invention, the trust
vector verifier can be preloaded with descriptors that are
in a non-active state. Thus, it should be readily appreci-
ated that the loading of the trust vector verifier can be
optional and/or unnecessary for any given embodiment.
[0042] The context swap process also includes ena-
bling the new context (Operation 308) such that the por-
tion of software loaded into the trust vector verifier or, as
necessary, otherwise designated for an active state, is
ready for use with the new context. In some embodi-
ments, the trust vector descriptor 202 (Fig. 2) can be
authenticated by comparing the signature 226 (Fig. 2)
saved in the trust vector descriptor 202 (Fig. 2) against
a generated signature. Such authentication can occur
before or after the descriptor is loaded into the trust vector
verifier 108 Similarly, the portion of software to be exe-
cuted under a new context can be authenticated by com-
paring the code signature 228 (Fig. 2) against a gener-
ated signature Authenticating the trust vector descriptor
and the portion of software are discussed in more detail
below in conjunction with Fig. 6. The loading of the trust
vector descriptor 202 and the portion of software desir-
ably configures the secure processor for execution of the
software in the new context.
[0043] An embodiment of a process for managing se-
curity exceptions 309 is shown in Fig 3B For at least this
embodiment, a resource request is received, by the trust
vector verifier 108 (Fig. 1), from the secure processor
104 (Fig. 1). Upon receipt of the resource request (Op-
eration 310), the trust vector verifier compares the re-
quest to the current, active trust vector descriptor and
determines if the request conforms to the descriptor (Op-
eration 312). For example, the trust vector verifier can

compare a requested memory address to the list of au-
thorized memory data regions 222 (Fig 2) in the current,
active trust vector descriptor.
[0044] When the request conforms to the current, ac-
tive trust vector descriptor, the trust vector verifier allows
communications to occur between the secure processor
and the resource (Operation 316). For example, the trust
vector verifier passes the resource request 118 (Fig. 1)
to the appropriate resource 120 (Fig. 1).
[0045] When the request does not conform to the trust
vector descriptor, a security exception can be triggered
(Operation 320), which results in a reset of the secure
processor (Operation 330). In at least one embodiment,
the trust vector verifier sends a hardware interrupt or re-
set instruction, such as instruction 121 (Fig. 1), to the
secure processor Further, for at least one embodiment,
the entire chipset, and not just the secure processor, can
be reset when a security exception occurs.
[0046] The process can further include an optional de-
termination of whether a most recently triggered security
exception is a second incidence of the security exception
occurring (Operation 322). When the most recently trig-
gered security exception is not a second security excep-
tion, the trust vector verifier can be instructed to wait for
a predetermined or real-time determined time period (Op-
eration 326) Further and for at least one embodiment,
the trust vector verifier can be programmed to alert the
secure processor that it will be reset after a given wait
period expires. It is to be appreciated that during the wait
period, the secure processor can accomplish additional
processing actions and/or request additional resources.
Upon the wait period expiring the secure processor is
reset (Operation 330)
[0047] In at least one embodiment, resets of the secure
processor can occur under at least two separate situa-
tions First, the secure processor 104 (Fig 1) can be reset
by the context manager 106 (Fig. 1) in response to a
context swap. The context swap reset inhibits any mali-
cious code possibly injected into the system 100 (Fig. 1)
from accessing state information associated with another
context. Second, the secure processor 104 can be reset
whenever the trust vector verifier 108 (Fig. 1), in response
to one or more security exceptions, initiates a hardware
reset or hard boot, of the secure processor 104 (Fig. 1)
and/or any support circuitry. In this situation, the security
exception hardware reset prevents malicious code from
completing processes that are not authorized in the cur-
rent context. Thus, it is to be appreciated that the context
swaps and security exceptions can initiate resets that
facilitate the secure and/or authorized use of the secure
processor, memory, resources and the like and provide
some degree of projection against the insecure and/or
unauthorized use of such components.
[0048] A block diagram of an embodiment of device
400 including an embodiment of a secure operating en-
vironment 402 is shown in Fig. 4. The device 400 could
be, for example, a satellite television converter device In
at least one embodiment, the device 400 can include
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control electronics 426, which can further include one or
more of but is not limited to, a secure operating environ-
ment 402, a main processor environment 404, memory
406, a peripheral interface 408 and a data storage inter-
face 410 (for use when external data storage is provided,
such as by a hard drive 434). More specifically, the secure
operating environment 402 can include a first secure op-
erating environment 412 including a first secure proces-
sor 414 and a first trust vector verifier 416 and a second
secure operating environment 418 including a second
secure processor 420 and a second trust vector verifier
422 Other embodiments of the secure operating environ-
ment can include a single secure processor, multiple se-
cure processors, a single vector verifier, multiple vector
verifiers, single operating environments or multiple op-
erating environments. The first secure operating environ-
ment 412 and the second operating environment 418 can
also be operably connected to one or more common or
dedicated context managers 424 Thus, it is to be appre-
ciated that various combinations of environments, proc-
essors, vector verifiers and context managers can be
used.
[0049] As further shown in Fig. 4, the control electron-
ics 426 can also include a system bus 432. Communica-
tion to and from the bus can be direct, as shown in Fig.
4, and/or via one or more stand alone or integrated bus
masters or the like. For example, the secure processors
414/420 can include bus masters.
[0050] Trust vector verifiers 416, 422, and 430 are de-
sirably configured to mediate communications to/from
the system bus 432 from/to a secure processor, respec-
tively. Further, it is to be appreciated that one more se-
cure processors (for example, secure processors 414
and 420) can be configured to execute the same (in par-
allel) or different functions or tasks of the control elec-
tronics 426. For example, processor 414 can be config-
ured to process display data and user commands while
processor 420 is configured to process security func-
tions, e.g., decrypting the video signal, verifying user
viewing rights, and interacting with other components of
television converter device 400.
[0051] A secure operating environment 402, including
the secure processors 414 and 420, the trust vector ver-
ifiers 416 and 422, and the context manager 424 can be
provided in one more integrated cucuits or separated,
discrete components. For example, processors 414 and
420 can be combined with the trust vector verifiers 416,
and 422, respectively, into a single integrated circuit or
two separate integrated circuits, i.e., one integrated cir-
cuit for each secure operating environment 412 and 418.
[0052] Further, the secure processors 414 and 420,
trust vector verifiers 416 and 422, context manager 424
and/or other components can be provided in any desired
combination of hardware and/or software. For example,
context manager 424 can be a software module which
includes one or more processes. Similarly, hardware cir-
cuitry can be used which includes one or more logical
components.

[0053] Control electronics 426 also can include one or
more volatile and/or non-volatile memory components
406 Examples of such memory devices include, but are
not limited to, random access memory and flash memory
[0054] The secure processors 414 and 420 and/or the
context manager 424 can also or alternatively be con-
nected to one or more common or separate memory com-
ponents or memory ranges (not shown). The memory
component (which can be secure) may be used to store,
for example, a TVT 200 (Fig. 2) and or one or more trust
vector descriptors 202 (Fig 2) corresponding to one or
more contexts likewise, a memory component can be
configured to store a calculated hash used in the com-
parison of a calculated signature and a reference signa-
ture of the trust vector descriptor and/or the software por-
tion
[0055] A context memory range, reference signature
and trust vector descriptor can be stored in unsecure
memory 406 For example, a context memory range, ref-
erence signature and/or trust vector descriptor can be
stored in re-writable and volatile memory, such as ran-
dom-access memory (RAM), dynamic RAM (DRAM),
static RAM (SRAM), or flash memory In at least one em-
bodiment, the context manager 424 can communicate
with memory 406 by using a pointer, memory address,
or similar reference.
[0056] Secure processors 414 and 420 and trust vector
verifiers 416, 422, and 430, in at least one embodiment,
can be general purpose processors. Secure processors
can also include, but are not limited to, caches and mem-
ory management units (MMUs). Secure processors can
also execute, as needed, instruction fetches, data
read/writes, I/O read/writes and other functions and rou-
tines.
[0057] One or more trust vector verifiers 416, 422, and
430, utilize one or more address checkers to mediate
access between the secure processors 414 and 420 and
the system bus 432 memory 406, peripheral interface
408, data storage interface 410 and/or other components
of control electronics 426. Further, the trust vector veri-
fiers 416, 422, and 430 prevent direct connections from
processors 414, 420, or 428 to the system bus 432 and,
by extension thereof to memory 406, peripheral interface
408, or hard drive interface 410 By acting as a gatekeeper
between the processors and the bus, the trust vector ver-
ifiers can control and facilitate connection and/or isolation
between secure processors and other system compo-
nents.
[0058] Trust vector verifiers can be configured, de-
pending upon the embodiment in which they are used,
to handle one or more contexts at any given time Like-
wise, trust vector verifiers 416, can be configured, as
address checkers, to store and verify valid memory rang-
es for a given context. Such information can be stored,
for example, as individual entries in a trust vector de-
scriptor One skilled in the art will recognize that other
ways of handling context data are possible and within
the scope of the various embodiments of the present in-
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vention
[0059] Trust vector verifiers can be configured to re-
spond, by signaling, flagging, security exception or oth-
erwise, whenever a determination is reached that one or
more processor access requests are outside a valid
range. Similarly, trust vector verifiers can be configured
to verify access modes such as read, read/write, and
write for any range of memory 406 For example, a trust
vector verifier 416 can be configured so that, upon re-
ceiving a write request by secure processor 414, it de-
termines whether a data memory range is a valid range
for the respective context and whether the data memory
range permits write access. If, for example, write access
is not permitted, the trust vector verifier 416 can be con-
figured to flag a security exception.
[0060] In the various embodiments, a memory range
used to store program code or data can be contiguous
or non-contiguous. For example, a memory range could
be in the form of one or more addresses and lengths of
one or more from-to addresses. Likewise, a memory
range can utilize one or more memory components or
devices. For example, a memory range can utilize two
DDR-SDRAM memory components, one DDR-SDRAM
memory component in combination with three EEPROM
memory components, and/or other combinations of ac-
tual and/or virtual memory and/or data storage devices
Such devices can be proximal or distal to given control
electronics.
[0061] With further reference to Fig. 4, a trust vector
descriptor can also be used to partially or wholly authorize
peripheral components corresponding to one or more
context. For example, a trust vector descriptor can au-
thorize access to one or more of the smart cards 436 the
remote controls 438, televisions and/or other peripherals
via peripheral interface 408 The one or more peripherals
can be represented, for example, in a trust vector table
by entry pointers and peripheral ranges. Ranges may be
expressed in the form of one or more from-to addresses
As explained in conjunction with Fig. 2, a bitmap can be
used to authorize the peripheral within the trust vector
descriptor of a context, for example the bitmap "0101B"
is interpreted to authorize peripheral components one (1)
and three (3)
[0062] In the embodiment shown in Fig. 4, context
manager 424 is responsible for managing secure context
swaps on secure processors 414 and 420. In one em-
bodiment, during an initial phase, i.e., during the boot
process for television converter device 400, context man-
ager 424 receives the trust vector descriptors for one or
more contexts from memory 406. Before the trust vector
descriptors are loaded into context manager 424, the in-
tegrity of the trust vector descriptors can be verified by
authenticating the trust vector descriptors For example,
the integrity of the trust vector descriptors can be verified
by using a hash function to calculate a digest, signing
the digest with a key to create a calculated signature and
comparing the calculated signature with the reference
signature 226 (Fig. 2). In this example, a security excep-

tion can be generated or control electronics 426 can be
alerted if the comparison of the calculated signature and
the reference signature does not match, and the context
manager 424 will be unable to enable the software.
[0063] In at least one embodiment trust vector verifiers
416 and 422 can restrict trust vector descriptors to a cer-
tain range or ranges of memory 406 For example, during
an initial phase boot process and prior to the trust vector
verifiers 416 and 422 receiving one or more commands
from context manager 424 one or more trust vector de-
scriptors can be loaded from a certain defined range or
ranges of memory 406 and not from other ranges of mem-
ory.
[0064] In further embodiments, the code stored in the
memory range from region 210 (Fig 2) to region 212 (Fig.
2) listed in the trust vector descriptor can also be authen-
ticated for the one or more contexts. Likewise, the context
manager 424 can store the calculated hash used in the
authentication for further context validation
[0065] As explained in conjunction with Fig. 3 for at
least one embodiment, the secure processors 414 and
420 can change contexts by transmitting a signal, for
example, a request for a context swap, to the context
manager 424. Context manager 424, upon receiving a
designation of one or more trust vector descriptors, ver-
ifies the authenticity of the program memory ranges cor-
responding to the one or more contexts Once the context
memory ranges are verified the context manager 424
notifies trust vector verifiers 416 and 422 of the range or
ranges of memory 406 that correspond to the verified
contexts for loading the trust vector descriptors. In one
embodiment the reference signatures for the program
memory range and data memory range of memory 406
are verified upon initialization, continuously, randomly,
according to a schedule, or in response to some event.
[0066] The range or ranges of memory 406 and refer-
ence signatures that correspond to one or more contexts
can be encapsulated and/or stored in an unsecured lo-
cation. For example, the range or ranges of memory 406
and reference signature corresponding to one or more
contexts can be encapsulated in a definition header. Fur-
ther, asymmetric keys can be used to derive signatures
However, it should be appreciated that securely stored
symmetric keys can be used to also derive signatures.
[0067] Referring again to Fig. 4, control electronics 404
can include a main processor operating environment 404
which further includes a main processor 428 and a main
trust vector verifier 430. In at least one embodiment, the
main processor environment 404 can be used to execute,
for example, user interface and other software routines.
Commonly, such routines do not require the same level
of security as the routines executed by secure processors
414 and 416.
[0068] Further, certain processes that are unable to
execute secure context swaps, such as a Linux operating
systems, are commonly executed by a main processor
428 and not a secure processor 414 Further, the main
environment can be configured to include a trust vector
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verifier 430 configured to mediate access by the main
processor to one or more resources. Further, a context
manager can be excluded from the main environment
and thereby eliminate context swaps by the main proc-
essor.
[0069] FIG 5. provides a block diagram of a device for
use in at least one embodiment As shown this device
500 includes a secure operating environment 502 having
a secure processor 410 and a context manager 424 Fur-
ther, this device includes a main processing environment
404 containing a main processor 512 The secure proc-
essor 410 and main processor 512 are interconnected
via a bus 432. Trust vector verifiers 504, 506, and 508
are connected to the bus 432 and are configured to me-
diate access requests to one or more resources by the
secure processor 510 and/or the main processor 512
Trust vector verifiers 504, 506, and 508 can be configured
to operate asynchronous relative to secure processor
410. More specifically, the context manager 424 loads
trust vector verifiers 504 506 and 508 during an initial
phase e g, a boot sequence, with the range or ranges of
memory 406 that are relative to a specific context, or
more generally to a security level. This context can then
be used for all communications between a processor and
a resource until a context change is executed and new
trust vector descriptors are loaded into one or more vector
verifiers. Thus, it is to be appreciated that the secure
processor, via its associated context manager, deter-
mines the configuration of vector verifiers utilized by itself
and the main processor.
[0070] In another embodiment, individual components
can have more than one trust vector verifier and more
than one secure processor can access the same verifier
module. For example, in a multiple secure processor con-
figuration, multiple trust vector verifiers per component
permit further asynchronous handling of two or more con-
texts per component In yet another embodiment, one or
more components separately connect to the system bus
432 without or in addition to another connection that is
mediated by trust vector verifiers 504, 506, and 508.
[0071] Referring now to Fig. 6, a process 600 for scrub-
bing or authenticating a memory range, either for a soft-
ware portion, a trust vector descriptor, or data, is shown
for at least one embodiment of the present invention. As
shown a hash is generated of the local data specified for
authenticating (Operation 610) For example, control
electronics 426 (Fig 4) determines a hash value or other
similar value tor the memory range.
[0072] The hash is signed with a key and thereby a
calculated signature is generated (Operation 612) In at
least one embodiment, the reference hash can be signed
with a public key to generate the calculated signature.
The calculated signature is stored for comparison (Op-
eration 613)
[0073] As further shown in Fig. 6, the authentication
process can include retrieving a reference signature (Op-
eration 614). For at least one embodiment, the context
manager 106 (Fig. 1) retrieves the reference signature

for the signature field 226 (Fig 2) or the code signature
field 228 (Fig. 2) of the trust vector data structure. It is to
be appreciated, however, that the reference signature
can be retrieved from a different data structure or re-
ceived from another component For example, the context
manager may retrieve the signature from a secure mem-
ory. In at least one embodiment, a previous hash was
signed with a private key to create the reference signa-
ture.
[0074] As further shown in Fig. 6, an authentication
process can include comparing the calculated signature
to the reference signature (Operation 616). That is, the
context manager 106 (Fig. 1) can mathematically com-
pare the calculated signature created by signing the hash
with the public key with the reference signature retrieved
from the trust vector data structure It is to be appreciated
that the comparison of the calculated signature and the
reference signature may be completed by a bit wise com-
parison or other computational process If the signatures
compare, the software portion, a trust vector descriptor,
or data is authenticated.
[0075] The authentication process optionally includes
determining if the authentication process is continuous
(Operation 618). In at least one embodiment, the context
manager 106 (Fig. 1) determines the setting for the scrub
type data field 218 (Fig 2) in the trust vector descriptor.
For example, if the continuous scrub type bit is set in the
scrub type data field 218, then the context manager 106
(Fig. 1) determines that the authentication is continuous.
It is to be appreciated that the context manager 106 (Fig.
1) can determine the type of authentication by examining
a value in a header sent with the software portion, a trust
vector descriptor, or data, by retrieving a setting in an-
other portion of memory, or by receiving an instruction
from another component
[0076] If the authentication is continuous, a further em-
bodiment of the authentication process shown in Fig. 6,
can optionally include waiting a period of time to perform
another authentication on the same software portion, a
trust vector descriptor, or data (Operation 620). In at least
one embodiment, the context manager 106 (Fig. 1) waits
a predetermined period of time and then completes an-
other authentication on the same software portion, a trust
vector descriptor, or data. The predetermined period of
time can be any time period from fractions of a second,
seconds, minutes, hours, days, or likewise. In at least
one embodiment, a timer in the context manager 106
(Fig 1) counts the predetermined time period Upon reach-
ing a set limit, the authentication process is performed
again.
[0077] In accordance with the above, one embodiment
includes a system for executing software in a secure com-
puting environment. The system includes a secure proc-
essor configured to request a context swap from a first
context to a second context when switching execution
from a first portion of software to a second portion of
software. The system further includes a context manag-
er, in communication with the secure processor, that is
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configured to receive the requested context swap and
initiate the context swap. The system further includes a
trust vector verifier, in communication with the secure
processor and the context manager, that is configured
to a load trust vector descriptor upon command from the
context manager.
[0078] In at least one embodiment, the context man-
ager, in response to the context swap, initiates a reset
of the secure processor.
[0079] In at least one embodiment, the context man-
ager associates a trust vector descriptor with the second
context.
[0080] In at least one embodiment, the trust vector ver-
ifier controls access to one or more resources by the
secure processor according to the trust vector descriptor.
[0081] In at least one embodiment, the system includes
a second secure processor in communication with the
context manager. The second secure processor exe-
cutes one or more other portions of software and is con-
figured to request a context swap from a third context to
a fourth context when switching execution from a third
portion of software to a fourth portion of software. The
system also includes a second trust vector verifier in com-
munication with the second secure processor and the
context manager that is configured to load a second trust
vector descriptor upon command from the context man-
ager. The trust vector verifier is configured to control ac-
cess to one or more resources by the second secure
processor according to the second trust vector descriptor
[0082] In at least one embodiment, the system includes
a main processor configured to execute a portion of soft-
ware in a static context. The system also includes a main
trust vector verifier in communication with the main proc-
essor configured to load a trust vector descriptor and
control access to one or more resources by the main
processor in the static context.
[0083] In at least one embodiment, the system includes
a bus master in communication with the main trust vector
verifier configured to execute an operation in the static
context.
[0084] In at least one embodiment, the portion of soft-
ware executed in the static context is the operating sys-
tem.
[0085] Another embodiment comprises a system for
executing software in a secure computing environment.
The system includes two or more secure processors, with
each secure processor configured to request a context
swap from a first context to another context when switch-
ing execution from a first portion of software to another
portion of software. The system further includes a context
manager, in communication with each of the two or more
secure processors, configured to receive the context
swap requested by at least one of the two or more secure
processor. In response to the received request, the con-
text manager initiates a reset of the requesting secure
processor and associates with the other requested con-
text a first trust vector descriptor configured for use in
controlling access to at least one resource. The context

manager further initiates a swap to the other requested
context. The system also includes a main processor con-
figured to execute an operating system in a static context
The system also includes a plurality of trust vector veri-
fiers, with each trust vector verifier in communication with
at least one of the secure processors and the main proc-
essor. The trust vector verifiers are configured to load
the first trust vector descriptor associated with the re-
quested context or a main trust vector descriptor config-
ured for use in controlling access by the main processor
to one or more resources.
[0086] In at least one embodiment, one of the secure
processors is configured to request a first context swap
from a first context to a second context when switching
execution from the first portion of software to a second
portion of software.
[0087] In at least one embodiment, one of the secure
processors is configured to request a second context
swap from a third context to a fourth context when switch-
ing execution from a third portion of software to a fourth
portion of software
[0088] In at least one embodiment, the second portion
and the fourth portion of software are substantially sim-
ilar.
[0089] Another embodiment comprises a method for
executing software in a secure operating environment
upon receiving a request to swap to a context for a portion
of software. The method includes loading a trust vector
descriptor configured for use in controlling a processor’s
operation and resetting the processor.
[0090] In at least one embodiment, the trust vector de-
scriptor defines access by the processor to one or more
peripheral devices, and a trust vector verifier controls ac-
cess by the processor to the one or more peripheral de-
vices
[0091] In at least one embodiment, the trust vector de-
scriptor comprises a bitmap.
[0092] In at least one embodiment, the method further
includes authenticating a portion of software.
[0093] In at least one embodiment, the authenticating
operation includes generating a hash of the portion of
software, signing the generated hash to create a calcu-
lated signature, retrieving a reference signature and com-
paring the reference signature and the calculated signa-
ture If the signatures are the same, then the method fur-
ther includes allowing execution of the portion of the soft-
ware
[0094] In at least one embodiment, the method in-
cludes waiting a period of time and performing a second
authentication of the portion of software,
[0095] In at least one embodiment, the second authen-
tication occur when the software authenticating is con-
tinuous.
[0096] In at least one embodiment, the method in-
cludes receiving a resource request from the secure
processor and determining whether the resource request
conforms to the trust vector descriptor. If the resource
request does not conform to the trust vector descriptor
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then the method includes triggering a security exception
and resetting the secure processor.
[0097] In at least one embodiment, the method further
includes determining whether the security exception is a
second security exception If the security exception is not
a second security exception, then the method includes
waiting a period of time before resetting the secure proc-
essor If the security exception is a second security ex-
ception, then the method further includes resetting the
secure processor without waiting the period of time.
[0098] One embodiment is an apparatus that includes
a secure processor configured to request a context swap
to a context for a portion of software and authenticate
the portion of software by generating a hash of the portion
of software. The secure processor is further configured
to sign the generated hash to create a calculated signa-
ture, retrieve a reference signature and compare the ref-
erence signature and the calculated signature. If the sig-
natures are the same, then the secure processor allows
execution of the portion of the software. The apparatus
also includes a context manager configured to receive
the requested context swap, load a trust vector descriptor
in a trust vector verifier and reset the secure processor
The apparatus also includes a trust vector verifier con-
figured to receive a resource request from the secure
processor and determine if the resource request con-
forms to the trust vector descriptor The trust vector verifier
is also configured to trigger a security exception if the
resource request does not conform to the trust vector
descriptor and determine if the security exception is a
second security exception. The trust vector verifier waits
a period of time before resetting the secure processor if
the security exception is not a second security exception
However, the trust vector verifier resets the secure proc-
essor without waiting the period of time if the security
exception is a second security exception.
[0099] Another embodiment comprises a computer
readable medium with an encoded data structure that
executes on a computer system for controlling the exe-
cution of a secure processor. The data structure com-
prises one or more contexts, with each context compris-
ing a context identification field identifying a context, a
memory data region designating secure processor ac-
cessible regions of a memory, and a hardware trust vec-
tor designating secure processor accessible hardware
resources The computer system is configured to deter-
mine whether the secure processor can access a hard-
ware resource based on the hardware trust vector
[0100] In at least one embodiment the hardware trust
vector is a bitmap identifying the type of access allowed
for the secure processor.
[0101] In at least one embodiment, the data structure
includes a code starting address field.
[0102] In at least one embodiment, the data structure
includes a code ending address field.
[0103] In at least one embodiment, the data structure
includes a key number field, a target processor field, a
vector number field, a scrub type field, a processor boot

address field, a trust vector descriptor signature field, and
a code signature field.
[0104] In at least one embodiment, the code starting
address field and the code ending address field define a
program memory range for a portion of software execut-
ed in the context.
[0105] In at least one embodiment, the scrub type field
designates whether the authentication of the portion of
software is continuous.
[0106] Another embodiment is a computer system that
comprises a secure processor and a computer readable
medium The computer readable medium includes an en-
coded data structure with one or more contexts for exe-
cution by the secure processor. Each context comprises
a context identification field, a hardware trust vector des-
ignating which hardware resources the secure processor
can access, a code starting address field, a code ending
address field and a processor boot address field. The
code starting address field and the code ending address
field define a program memory range for a portion of soft-
ware executed in the context The computer system is
configured to determine if the secure processor can ac-
cess a hardware resource based on the hardware trust
vector.
[0107] In at least one embodiment, the contexts com-
prise a target processor field.
[0108] Another embodiment comprises a method for
protecting a computing system from malicious software.
The method includes loading a trust vector descriptor,
the trust vector descriptor defining a context. The method
further includes receiving malicious software and at-
tempting to execute an instruction in the malicious soft-
ware. The method further includes recognizing that the
instruction is an exception to the context, preventing the
instruction from executing and resetting the secure proc-
essor.
[0109] In at least one embodiment, the method in-
cludes receiving a context swap for the malicious soft-
ware.
[0110] In at least one embodiment, the method in-
cludes identifying the malicious software.
[0111] In at least one embodiment, identifying the ma-
licious software further includes generating a hash of the
malicious software, creating a calculated signature from
the hash, retrieving a reference signature, and comparing
the calculated signature to the reference signature. If the
calculated signature and the reference signature are not
the same, then the method further includes preventing
the instruction from executing.
[0112] In at least one embodiment, the method in-
cludes identifying the trust vector descriptor.
[0113] In at least one embodiment, the instruction is
stored in a memory region inaccessible in the context.
[0114] In at least one embodiment, the instruction at-
tempts an access of a peripheral device or a memory
location which is inaccessible in the context.
[0115] White a number of exemplary aspects and em-
bodiments have been discussed above, those of skill in
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the art will recognize certain modifications, permutations,
additions and sub-combiriations thereof. It is therefore
intended that the following appended claims and claims
hereafter introduced are interpreted to include all such
modifications, permutations, additions and sub-combi-
nations as are within their scope.
[0116] The following is a list of further preferred em-
bodiments of the invention:

1. An apparatus comprising:

a secure processor (104) operable to execute
first and second portions of software instruc-
tions, and further operable to generate a request
to switch between a first context associated with
the first portion of the software instructions and
a second context associated with the second
portion of the software instructions;

first discrete circuitry (106) communicatively
coupled to the secure processor that receives
the request and that initiates a context switch
between the first context and the second con-
text, the second context associated with a con-
text identifier; and second discrete circuitry
(108) communicatively coupled to the secure
processor and the first discrete circuitry opera-
ble to mediate access between the secure proc-
essor and at least one resource (120) associat-
ed with the secure processor based on the con-
text identifier.

2. The apparatus of embodiment 1, wherein the sec-
ond context is associated with a trust vector descrip-
tor, and wherein the second discrete circuitry loads
the trust vector descriptor responsive to a command
from the first discrete circuitry.

3. The apparatus of embodiment 2, wherein the sec-
ond discrete circuitry is operable to mediate the ac-
cess between the secure processor and the at least
one resource based on the trust vector descriptor.

4. The apparatus of embodiment 1, wherein the first
discrete circuitry initiates a reset of the secure proc-
essor responsive to the request.

5. The apparatus of embodiment 1, wherein the re-
source comprises memory (126) and wherein the
second discrete circuitry mediates access between
the secure processor and the memory.

6. The apparatus of embodiment 1, wherein the re-
source comprises at least one peripheral device
(408) and wherein the second discrete circuitry me-
diates access between the secure processor and the
at least one peripheral device

7. An apparatus comprising:

a main processor (512) operable to execute first
software instructions in a static context;

a secure processor (410) operable to execute
first and second portions of second software in-
structions, and further operable to generate a
request to switch between a first context asso-
ciated with the first portion of the second soft-
ware instructions and a second context associ-
ated with the second portion of the second soft-
ware instructions;

first discrete circuitry (424) communicatively
coupled to the secure processor mat receives
the request and that initiates a context switch
between the first context and the second con-
text, the second context associated with a con-
text identifier;

a bus (432) communicatively coupled to the
main processor and the secure processor;

at least one resource (406, 408, 434, 436) com-
municatively coupled to the main processor and
the secure processor through the bus; and

second discrete circuitry (504, 506, 508) com-
municatively coupled to the bus and operable to
mediate access to the at least one resource by
the secure processor and the main processor
based on the context identifier.

8. The apparatus of embodiment 7, wherein the sec-
ond context is associated with a trust vector descrip-
tor, and wherein the second discrete circuitry loads
the trust vector descriptor responsive to a command
from the first discrete circuitry, the second discrete
circuitry operable to mediate the access to the at
least one resource by the main processor and the
secure processor based on the trust vector descrip-
tor.

9. The apparatus of embodiment 7, wherein the first
discrete circuitry initiates a reset of the secure proc-
essor responsive to the request.

10. The apparatus of embodiment 7, wherein the re-
source comprises memory (406) and wherein the
second discrete circuitry mediates access to the
memory by the main processor and the secure proc-
essor.

11. The apparatus of embodiment 7, wherein the re-
source comprises at least one peripheral device
(434) and wherein the second discrete circuitry me-
diates access to the at least one peripheral device
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by the main processor and the secure processor.

12. The apparatus of embodiment 7, wherein the at
least one peripheral device comprises a hard drive.

13. An apparatus comprising:

a first secure processor (414) operable to exe-
cute first and second portions of software in-
structions, and further operable to generate a
first request to switch between a first context as-
sociated with the first portion of the software in-
structions and a second context associated with
the second portion of the software instructions;
a second secure processor (420) operable to
execute third and fourth portions of the software
instructions, and further operable to generate a
second request to switch between a third context
associated with the third portion of the software
instructions and a fourth context associated with
the fourth portion of the software instructions;

a discrete context manager circuitry (424) com-
municatively coupled to the first and secure
processors that receives the first request and
initiates a first context switch between the first
context and the second context, the second con-
text associated with a first context identifier and
that further receives the second request and in-
itiates a second context switch between the third
context and the fourth context, the fourth context
associated with a second context identifier;

a first discrete trust vector verifier circuitry (416)
communicatively coupled to the first secure
processor and the discrete context manager cir-
cuitry operable to mediate access between the
secure processor and at least one resource
(406, 408, 434, 436) associated with the first se-
cure processor based on the first context iden-
tifier; and

a second discrete trust vector verifier circuitry
(422) communicatively coupled to the second
secure processor and the discrete context man-
ager circuitry operable to mediate access be-
tween the second secure processor and the at
least one resource based on the second context
identifier.

14. The apparatus of embodiment 13 , wherein the
second context is associated with a first trust vector
descriptor, and wherein the first discrete trust vector
verifier loads the first trust vector descriptor respon-
sive to a command from the discrete context man-
ager, wherein the first discrete trust vector verifier
circuitry is operable to mediate the access between
the first secure processor and the at least one re-

source based on the first trust vector descriptor.

15. The apparatus of embodiment 13, wherein the
first discrete trust vector verifier circuitry generates
a signal initiating a reset of the secure processor
responsive to the request.

16. The apparatus of embodiment 13, further com-
prising:

a main processor (428) operable to execute sec-
ond software instructions in a static context; and
a main trust vector verifier circuitry (430) com-
municatively coupled to the main processor that
receives a command from the discrete context
manager to load a trust vector descriptor and
that mediates access by the main processor to
the at least one resource in the static context
based on the trust vector descriptor.

17. The apparatus of embodiment 16, wherein the
at least one resource comprises a memory (406) ac-
cessible by the first secure processor, the second
secure processor and the main processor.

18. The apparatus of embodiment 16, wherein the
at least one resource comprises a peripheral device
(434) accessible by the first secure processor, the
second secure processor and the main processor.

19. The apparatus of embodiment 17, wherein the
second software instructions comprise an operating
system executed in the static context.

20. The apparatus of embodiment 19, wherein the
operating system is operable with a television receiv-
er.

Claims

1. A method for swapping contexts used to create a
secure operating environment, the method compris-
ing:

receiving (302) a context swap request;
saving (303) a first context, wherein the first con-
text is being executed by a secure processor
(104) and wherein the first context defines a first
boundary of an operating environment by spec-
ifying instructions, functions and/or operations
the secure processor is allowed to perform;
resetting (304) the first context within the secure
processor, wherein the resetting of the first con-
text comprises clearing one or more internal
states of the secure processor;
loading (306) information defining a second con-
text from a trust vector associated with said sec-
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ond context into a trust vector verifier, wherein
the second context defines a second boundary
of the operating environment by specifying in-
structions, functions and/or operations the se-
cure processor is allowed to perform;
enabling (308) the second context to become
the active context on the secure processor;
receiving (310) a resource request;
comparing (312) the resource request to an ac-
tive trust vector descriptor;
determining (312) if the request is permitted by
the active trust vector descriptor;
when the resource request is permitted by the
active trust vector descriptor, allowing (316)
communication between the secure processor
and the at least one resource (120); and
when the resource request is not permitted by
the active trust vector descriptor, triggering
(320) a security exception.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein saving the first con-
text comprises:

saving a pointer to a stack; and
storing required data in memory.

3. The method of claim 1 or 2, wherein the context swap
request comprises a context ID identifying a context
to which to swap, or wherein the context swap re-
quest is sent to the secure processor.

4. The method of any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein
resetting the secure processor comprises:

erasing data in a secure processor cache;
erasing data in an MMU;
erasing register data;
erasing data in memory; and
purging previous software state data.

5. The method of any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein said
loading comprises loading a trust vector descriptor
of said trust vector into the trust vector verifier.

6. The method of claim 5, further comprising authenti-
cating the trust vector descriptor.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein authenticating the
trust vector descriptor comprises validating a digital
signature saved in the trust vector descriptor, or
wherein authenticating the trust vector descriptor is
performed before loading the trust vector descriptor
into the trust vector verifier.

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

authenticating a trust vector descriptor of said
trust vector.

9. The method of claim 8, where authenticating the trust
vector descriptor comprises validating a digital sig-
nature saved in the trust vector descriptor.

10. A system (100) for swapping contexts used to create
a secure operating environment, the system com-
prising:

at least one secure processor (104);
at least one resource (120); wherein
the system is adapted to perform steps compris-
ing:

receiving (302) a context swap request;
saving (303) a first context, wherein the first
context is being executed by a secure proc-
essor, and wherein the first context defines
a first boundary of an operating environ-
ment by specifying instructions, functions
and/or operations the secure processor is
allowed to perform;
resetting (304) the first context within the
secure processor, wherein the resetting of
the first context comprises clearing one or
more internal states of the secure proces-
sor;
loading (306) information defining a second
context from a trust vector associated with
said second context into a trust vector ver-
ifier, wherein the second context defines a
second boundary of the operating environ-
ment by specifying instructions, functions
and/or operations the secure processor is
allowed to perform;
enabling (308) the second context to be-
come the active context on the secure proc-
essor;
using a portion of software with the active
context;
receiving (310) a resource request;
comparing (312) the resource request to an
active trust vector descriptor;
determining (312) if the request is permitted
by the active trust vector descriptor;
when the resource request is permitted by
the active trust vector descriptor, allowing
(316) communication between the secure
processor and the at least one resource;
and
when the resource request is not permitted
by the active trust vector descriptor, trigger-
ing (320) a security exception.

11. The system of claim 10, wherein the resource re-
quest is sent to the secure processor.

12. The system of claim 10 or 11, wherein:
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comparing the resource request to the active
trust vector descriptor comprises comparing a
requested memory address to a list of author-
ized memory data regions in the active trust vec-
tor descriptor, and/or
allowing communication between the secure
processor and the resource comprises passing
the resource request to the resource.

13. The system of any one of claims 10 to 12, adapted to:

reset the security exception the secure proces-
sor; and/or
trigger a security exception comprises sending
a hardware interrupt or a reset instruction to the
secure processor.

14. The system of any one of claims 10 to 14, further
being adapted to pertorm:

determining if the security exception is a second
incidence of a security exception;
when the security exception is not the second
incidence of a security exception, performing
steps comprising:

alerting the secure processor so that the se-
cure processor will be reset after a period
of time;
waiting for the period of time; and
after expiration of the period of time, reset-
ting the secure processor.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Wechseln von Kontexten zur Her-
stellung einer sicheren Betriebsumgebung, wobei
das Verfahren umfasst:

Empfangen (302) einer Kontextwechsel-Anfra-
ge,
Speichern (303) eines ersten Kontexts, wobei
der erste Kontext durch einen sicheren Prozes-
sor (104) ausgeführt wird und wobei der erste
Kontext eine erste Grenze einer Betriebsumge-
bung durch das Spezifizieren von Befehlen,
Funktionen und/oder Operationen, die der si-
chere Prozessor durchführen darf, definiert,
Zurücksetzen (304) des ersten Kontexts in dem
sicheren Prozessor, wobei das Zurücksetzen
des ersten Kontexts das Löschen von einem
oder mehreren internen Zuständen des siche-
ren Prozessors umfasst,
Laden (306) von Informationen in einen Vertrau-
ensvektor-Verifizierer, die einen zweiten Kon-
text aus einem mit dem zweiten Kontext asso-
ziierten Vertrauensvektor definierten, wobei der

zweite Kontext eine zweite Grenze der Be-
triebsumgebung durch das Spezifizieren von
Befehlen, Funktionen und/oder Operationen,
die der sichere Prozessor durchführen darf, de-
finiert,
Aktivieren (308) des zweiten Kontexts, damit
dieser der aktive Kontext auf dem sicheren Pro-
zessor wird,
Empfangen (310) einer Ressourcen-Anfrage,
Vergleichen (312) der Ressourcen-Anfrage mit
einem aktiven Vertrauensvektor-Deskriptor,
Bestimmen (312), ob die Anfrage durch den ak-
tiven Vertrauensvektor-Deskriptor zugelassen
wird,
wenn die Ressourcen-Anfrage durch den akti-
ven Vertrauensvektor-Deskriptor zugelassen
wird, Gestatten (316) einer Kommunikation zwi-
schen dem sicheren Prozessor und der wenigs-
tens einen Ressource (120), und
wenn die Ressourcen-Anfrage durch den akti-
ven Vertrauensvektor-Deskriptor nicht zugelas-
sen wird, Triggern (320) einer Sicherheitsaus-
nahme.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Speichern
des ersten Kontexts umfasst:

Speichern eines Zeigers auf einen Stapel, und
Speichern erforderlicher Daten in einem Spei-
cher.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die Kon-
textwechsel-Anfrage eine Kontext-ID umfasst, die
einen Kontext, zu dem gewechselt werden soll, iden-
tifiziert, oder wobei die Kontextwechsel-Anfrage an
den sicheren Prozessor gesendet wird.

4. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei
das Zurücksetzen des sicheren Prozessors umfasst:

Löschen von Daten in einem sicheren Prozes-
sor-Cache,
Löschen von Daten in einer Speicherverwal-
tungseinheit bzw. MMU,
Löschen von Registerdaten,
Löschen von Daten in einem Speicher, und
Leeren von vorherigen Software-Zustandsda-
ten.

5. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei
das Laden das Laden eines Vertrauensvektor-Des-
kriptors des Vertrauensvektors in den Vertrauens-
vektor-Verifizierer umfasst.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, das weiterhin das Au-
thentifizieren des Vertrauensvektor-Deskriptors um-
fasst.
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7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, wobei das Authentifi-
zieren des Vertrauensvektor-Deskriptors das Vali-
dieren einer in dem Vertrauensvektor-Deskriptor ge-
speicherten digitalen Signatur umfasst oder wobei
das Authentifizieren des Vertrauensvektor-Deskrip-
tors durchgeführt wird, bevor der Vertrauensvektor-
Deskriptor in den Vertrauensvektor-Verifizierer ge-
laden wird.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das weiterhin umfasst:

Authentifizieren eines Vertrauensvektor-Des-
kriptors des Vertrauensvektors.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 8, wobei das Authentifi-
zieren des Vertrauensvektor-Deskriptors das Vali-
dieren einer in dem Vertrauensvektor-Deskriptor ge-
speicherten digitalen Signatur umfasst.

10. System (100) zum Wechseln von Kontexten zur Her-
stellung einer sicheren Betriebsumgebung, wobei
das System umfasst:

wenigstens einen sicheren Prozessor (104),
wenigstens einer Ressource (120), wobei
das System angepasst ist, um die folgenden
Schritte durchzuführen:

Empfangen (302) einer Kontextwechsel-
Anfrage,
Speichern (303) eines ersten Kontexts, wo-
bei der erste Kontext durch einen sicheren
Prozessor ausgeführt wird und wobei der
erste Kontext eine erste Grenze einer Be-
triebsumgebung durch das Spezifizieren
von Befehlen, Funktionen und/oder Opera-
tionen, die der sichere Prozessor durchfüh-
ren darf, definiert,
Zurücksetzen (304) des ersten Kontexts in
dem sicheren Prozessor, wobei das Zu-
rücksetzen des ersten Kontexts das Lö-
schen von einem oder mehreren internen
Zuständen des sicheren Prozessors um-
fasst,
Laden (306) von Informationen in einen
Vertrauensvektor-Verifizierer, die einen
zweiten Kontext aus einem mit dem zweiten
Kontext assoziierten Vertrauensvektor de-
finieren, wobei der zweite Kontext eine
zweite Grenze der Betriebsumgebung
durch das Spezifizieren von Befehlen,
Funktionen und/oder Operationen, die der
sichere Prozessor durchführen darf, defi-
niert,
Aktivieren (308) des zweiten Kontexts, da-
mit dieser der aktive Kontext auf dem siche-
ren Prozessor wird,
Verwenden eines Teils einer Software in

dem aktiven Kontext,
Empfangen (310) einer Ressourcen-Anfra-
ge,
Vergleichen (312) der Ressourcen-Anfrage
mit einem aktiven Vertrauensvektor-Des-
kriptor;
Bestimmen (312), ob die Anfrage durch den
aktiven Vertrauensvektor-Deskriptor zuge-
lassen wird,
wenn die Ressourcen-Anfrage durch den
aktiven Vertrauensvektor-Deskriptor zuge-
lassen wird, Gestatten (316) einer Kommu-
nikation zwischen dem sicheren Prozessor
und der wenigstens einen Ressource, und
wenn die Ressourcen-Anfrage durch den
aktiven Vertrauensvektor-Deskriptor nicht
zugelassen wird, Triggern (320) einer Si-
cherheitsausnahme.

11. System nach Anspruch 10, wobei die Ressourcen-
Anfrage an den sicheren Prozessor gesendet wird.

12. System nach Anspruch 10 oder 11, wobei:

das Vergleichen der Ressourcen-Anfrage mit
dem aktiven Vertrauensvektor-Deskriptor das
Vergleichen einer angefragten Speicheradres-
se mit einer Liste von autorisierten Speicherda-
tenbereichen in dem aktiven Vertrauensvektor-
Deskriptor umfasst, und/oder
das Gestatten einer Kommunikation zwischen
dem sicheren Prozessor und der Ressource das
Weiterreichen der Ressourcen-Anfrage an die
Ressource umfasst.

13. System nach einem der Ansprüche 10 bis 12, das
ausgebildet ist zum:

Zurücksetzen der Sicherheitsausnahme des si-
cheren Prozessors, und/oder wobei
das Auslösen einer Sicherheitsausnahme das
Senden eines Hardware-Interrupts oder eines
Rücksetzbefehls an den sicheren Prozessor
umfasst.

14. System nach einem der Ansprüche 10 bis 13, das
weiterhin angepasst ist zum:

Bestimmen, ob die Sicherheitsausnahme ein
zweites Auftreten einer Sicherheitsausnahme
ist,
wobei, wenn die Sicherheitsausnahme nicht das
zweite Auftreten einer Sicherheitsausnahme ist,
die folgenden Schritte durchgeführt werden:

Warnen des sicheren Prozessors, dass der
sichere Prozessor nach einer Zeitperiode
zurückgesetzt wird,
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Warten für die Zeitperiode, und
nach Ablauf der Zeitperiode, Zurücksetzen
des sicheren Prozessors.

Revendications

1. Procédé de permutation de contextes utilisés en vue
de créer un environnement d’exploitation sécurisé,
le procédé consistant à :

recevoir (302) une demande de permutation de
contexte ;
sauvegarder (303) un premier contexte, dans
lequel le premier contexte est exécuté par un
processeur sécurisé (104) et dans lequel le pre-
mier contexte définit une première limite d’un
environnement d’exploitation, en spécifiant des
instructions, fonctions et/ou opérations que le
processeur sécurisé est autorisé à mettre en
oeuvre ;
réinitialiser (304) le premier contexte au sein du
processeur sécurisé, dans lequel la réinitialisa-
tion du premier contexte consiste à effacer un
ou plusieurs états internes du processeur
sécurisé ;
charger (306) des informations définissant un
second contexte issu d’un vecteur de confiance
associé audit second contexte dans un vérifica-
teur de vecteurs de confiance, dans lequel le
second contexte définit une seconde limite de
l’environnement d’exploitation en spécifiant des
instructions,
fonctions et/ou opérations que le processeur sé-
curisé est autorisé à mettre en oeuvre ;
activer (308) le second contexte afin qu’il de-
vienne le contexte actif sur le processeur
sécurisé ;
recevoir (310) une demande de ressources ;
comparer (312) la demande de ressources à un
descripteur de vecteurs de confiance actif ;
déterminer (312) si la demande est permise par
le descripteur de vecteurs de confiance actif ;
lorsque la demande de ressources est permise
par le descripteur de vecteurs de confiance actif,
permettre (316) la communication entre le pro-
cesseur sécurisé et ladite au moins une ressour-
ce (120) ; et
lorsque la demande de ressources n’est pas
permise par le descripteur de vecteurs de con-
fiance actif, déclencher (320) une exception de
sécurité.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la sau-
vegarde du premier contexte consiste à :

sauvegarder un pointeur sur une pile ; et
stocker des données requises en mémoire.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel
la demande de permutation de contexte comporte
un identifiant de contexte identifiant un contexte sur
lequel permuter, ou dans lequel la demande de per-
mutation de contexte est envoyée au processeur sé-
curisé.

4. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 3, dans lequel la réinitialisation du processeur
sécurisé consiste à :

effacer des données dans une mémoire cache
de processeur sécurisé ;
effacer des données dans une unité MMU ;
effacer des données de registre ;
effacer des données dans la mémoire ; et
purger des données d’état logiciel précédentes.

5. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 4, dans lequel ledit chargement consiste à char-
ger un descripteur de vecteurs de confiance dudit
vecteur de confiance dans le vérificateur de vecteurs
de confiance.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 5, consistant en outre
à authentifier le descripteur de vecteurs de confian-
ce.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 6, dans lequel
l’authentification du descripteur de vecteurs de con-
fiance consiste à valider une signature numérique
sauvegardée dans le descripteur de vecteurs de
confiance, ou dans lequel l’authentification du des-
cripteur de vecteurs de confiance est mise en oeuvre
avant de charger le descripteur de vecteurs de con-
fiance dans le vérificateur de vecteurs de confiance.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 1, consistant en outre
à :

authentifier un descripteur de vecteurs de con-
fiance dudit vecteur de confiance.

9. Procédé selon la revendication 8, dans lequel
l’authentification du descripteur de vecteurs de con-
fiance consiste à valider une signature numérique
sauvegardée dans le descripteur de vecteurs de
confiance.

10. Système (100) de permutation de contextes utilisés
en vue de créer un environnement d’exploitation sé-
curisé, le système comprenant :

au moins un processeur sécurisé (104) ;
au moins une ressource (120), dans lequel
le système est apte à mettre en oeuvre les éta-
pes ci-dessous consistant à :
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recevoir (302) une demande de permuta-
tion de contexte ;
sauvegarder (303) un premier contexte,
dans lequel le premier contexte est exécuté
par un processeur sécurisé, et dans lequel
le premier contexte définit une première li-
mite d’un environnement d’exploitation, en
spécifiant des instructions, fonctions et/ou
opérations que le processeur sécurisé est
autorisé à mettre en oeuvre ;
réinitialiser (304) le premier contexte au
sein du processeur sécurisé, dans lequel la
réinitialisation du premier contexte consiste
à effacer un ou plusieurs états internes du
processeur sécurisé ;
charger (306) des informations définissant
un second contexte issu d’un vecteur de
confiance associé audit second contexte
dans un vérificateur de vecteurs de confian-
ce, dans lequel le second contexte définit
une seconde limite de l’environnement
d’exploitation en spécifiant des instructions,
fonctions et/ou opérations que le proces-
seur sécurisé est autorisé à mettre en
oeuvre ;
activer (308) le second contexte afin qu’il
devienne le contexte actif sur le processeur
sécurisé ;
utiliser une partie de logiciel avec le contex-
te actif ;
recevoir (310) une demande de
ressources ;
comparer (312) la demande de ressources
à un descripteur de vecteurs de confiance
actif ;
déterminer (312) si la demande est permise
par le descripteur de vecteurs de confiance
actif ;
lorsque la demande de ressources est per-
mise par le descripteur de vecteurs de con-
fiance actif, permettre (316) la communica-
tion entre le processeur sécurisé et ladite
au moins une ressource ; et
lorsque la demande de ressources n’est
pas permise par le descripteur de vecteurs
de confiance actif, déclencher (320) une ex-
ception de sécurité.

11. Système selon la revendication 10, dans lequel la
demande de ressources est envoyée au processeur
sécurisé.

12. Système selon la revendication 10 ou 11, dans
lequel :

la comparaison de la demande de ressources
au descripteur de vecteurs de confiance actif
consiste à comparer une adresse de mémoire

demandée à une liste de zones de données de
mémoire autorisées dans le descripteur de vec-
teurs de confiance actif ; et/ou
l’autorisation de la communication entre le pro-
cesseur sécurisé et la ressource consiste à
transmettre la demande de ressources à la res-
source.

13. Système selon l’une quelconque des revendications
10 à 12, apte à :

réinitialiser l’exception de sécurité sur le proces-
seur sécurisé ; et/ou déclencher une exception
de sécurité, dans lequel le déclenchement con-
siste à envoyer une interruption matérielle ou
une instruction de réinitialisation au processeur
sécurisé.

14. Système selon l’une quelconque des revendications
10 à 14, lequel est en outre apte à mettre en oeuvre
les étapes ci-dessous consistant à :

déterminer si l’exception de sécurité correspond
à une seconde incidence d’une exception de
sécurité ;
lorsque l’exception de sécurité ne correspond
pas à la seconde incidence d’une
exception de sécurité, mettre en oeuvre les éta-
pes ci-dessous consistant à :

alerter le processeur sécurisé de sorte que
le processeur sécurisé sera réinitialisé à l’is-
sue d’une période de temps ;
attendre l’expiration de la période de
temps ; et
à l’expiration de la période de temps, réini-
tialiser le processeur sécurisé.
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